
According to a recent  survey, the more time people use the internet, the less time they spend with 
real human beings. Should we worry about the effect  this is having on social interaction or should  we 
see the internet as a way of opening up new communication  possibilities worldwide. What are your 
views?

Nowadays  Using  internet  seems to be unavoidable, and all of us with looking around ourselves 
realize that how rapidly internet has altered the features of communication. In light of social and 
psychological effect of spending time in internet and consequently spend less time with real human 
beings,  I fully agree with this view that we should worry about using internet.

I don’t deny the benefits of using internet, such as fast access to information,  finding the answer of 
every question with just a simple search on internet  or lots of practical applications on our 
cellphones. Furthermore with the help of social network , we expnad the dominant of our relation, we 
could make friends with a person on the other side of the earth and recognize other cultures and style 
of life, which is not possible without internet.

  But in my opinion all of these relations and communications are not real. After turning off your 
cellphone, you are really/virtually alone. It’s  obviously right to say that internet disconnected people 
who are near each other, because they are so busy with different entertainments on internet or they 
are in contact with the other people who are far from one another. For instance, in parties or 
gatherings  people are more busy with internet than speaking with each other. Unfortunetly 
Unfortunately there is no time for exchanging  ideas, feelings, facts or impressions, just because of 
spending time in internet.

Finally, regarding all of positive and negative aspects of using internet and it’s effect on 
communications and relations, I believe that  like every  new phenomenon or technology,  we should 
learn the culture of using it in our routin life. Although there are more benefits than drawbacks to 
using internet for finding new way of commuinication, but  we should make/strike a balance between 
real social interaction and internet communication for not missing being with real human. 


